
Adam Markel is the #1 Wall Street Journal, USA Today, and Los Angeles Times
bestselling author of Pivot, a road map for embracing change. A sought-after
keynote speaker, MC and workshop facilitator, Adam has reached tens of
thousands worldwide by sharing his insights and research to develop greater levels
of Resilience and sustainable performance.
An attorney, CEO and executive mentor, Adam is a business culture-change
catalyst who guides organizations and individuals to create the optimal
environment for people to be at their best. His  company, More Love Media, helps
leaders strengthen their voice, develop resilience, embrace change and cultivate
work cultures of greater unity and resilience through keynotes, workshops and
business mentoring. 
In Adam’s forthcoming book Change Proof: Leveraging the Power of Uncertainty to
Build Long-Term Resilience, he reveals 4 tangible, impactful strategies that are
required to succeed over time in a world with chronic change. These
fundamentals help audiences and readers center themselves and utilize change to
their advantage, both personally and professionally, for increased and sustainable
performance in the face of change.
Adam credits much of his success to the principles he learned during his 8 years as
a Jones Beach lifeguard in New York. As a first responder in a life and death
environment, he learned the importance of cultivating a high-performance
capacity and impeccable teamwork and leadership. He’s found that the principles
of this type of culture equally apply to any business that wants to build a
sustainable competitive advantage to win.
Since his days on Jones Beach, Adam has spent his life protecting others and
bringing them back from the brink of business and profe...

Testimonials

Adam Markel

“We were looking for something that was different for our A/E/C Thrive
Conference - something out of the box, that would change the way people think.
Adam delivered all that in spades. He gave us so many interesting things to think
about. The audience loved it - they were talking, engaging and interacting with
each other. We weren't expecting that! Adam really knows how to pull people out
and get them focused on the core issues

- PSMJ RESOURCES.

“Adam couldn’t have been a better choice for our event. His message was very
well received, as was evidenced by the standing ovation at the end. He really
delivered for us, providing a nice toolkit that we could put into action quickly.
The attendees felt very resourced in ways to increase performance. It’s clear
that Adam is a mature, experienced and well-rounded speaker whose
authenticity and transparency ensured his message really resonated and left
everyone feeling that we as a company have their back.

- SERVICE CORPORATION INTERNATIONAL.
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